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Mid-Term Elections
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U.S. House of Representatives

• 237 to 193 Republican advantage (44); Democrats need 
to swing 23 districts to gain majority

• 23 House seats currently held by Republicans are in 
districts won by Hillary Clinton in 2016

• Most Republican retirements in a mid-term election year 
since 1974

• 12 House seats currently held by Democrats are in 
districts won by Donald Trump in 2016

• Conclusion: Map favors GOP but a “wave election” puts 
change of majority easily within reach
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U.S. Senate
• 51 to 49 GOP advantage appears to put Democrats 

within easy striking distance; but that’s not the case
• GOP has enormous mathematical advantage: 26 to 9
• Ten of the Democratic seats are in states won by Trump
• Democrats need a “wave election” to gain two seats
• Party not occupying White House traditionally gains 

seats in mid-term elections
• Maybe there will be anti-incumbent wave, so Democrats 

gain seats in the House and Republicans gain seats in 
the Senate
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Health Care as Campaign Issue
• Ranked #1 of all issues*
• 48% approval, 40% disapproval of ACA**
• Health care will dominate election debate but difficult for 

both parties to navigate
– Republicans

• Need one more vote to repeal
• Don’t remind base of failure to repeal

– Democrats
• ACA more popular than ever
• 40% disapproval still high

*Reuters/IPSOS poll, July 27-31, 2018
**Kaiser Family Foundation Tracking poll, July 2018
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Single Payer

• Single payer/Medicare for All major topic in Democratic 
primaries—the new “repeal and replace”

• Issue excites Democratic base, but hands the 
Republicans a talking point

• Topic will be addressed if Democrats control House or 
Senate . . . 2020 election issue

• Some variations of “single payer” preserve a role for 
employer sponsors
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Retirement as a Campaign Issue

• Employer-sponsored retirement system almost 
never is a top tier election issue

• To the extent “retirement security” is discussed, 
it usually is focused on Social Security

• “Income inequality” concern could change the 
dynamics
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Health Policy
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Future of the ACA
• CBO: 4 million more uninsured in 2019
• Republicans

– Allow ACA collapse; Democrats will negotiate 
– Without replacement, collapse means chaos

• Democrats
– Republicans now “own” health care
– Higher costs and coverage losses must be avoided

• Health Insurance Tax suspended until 2019; House passed 
legislation to extend suspension until 2022

• Cost Sharing Reduction payments and Federal risk mitigation 
program—no action
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Possibility of ACA Changes This Year

• Caveat: more support in House than Senate
• Passed the House of Representatives

– Create “copper” plan for individual market
– Allow bronze and catastrophic plans in small group and 

individual markets to qualify for HSA contributions

• Expected consideration in House next month
– Delay Cadillac tax until 2023
– Retroactively repeal employer mandate penalty for tax years 

2015-2018
– Employer reporting simplifications
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Health Savings Accounts

• Allow coverage ($250 individual/$500 family) without 
meeting plan’s minimum deductible

• Allow spousal contributions, even if spouse has FSA
• Allow limited pre-deductible services at on-site or retail 

medical clinics (e.g. vision and hearing testing)
• Not bipartisan: Increase maximum contribution to the 

combined deductible and out-of-pocket limit 
($6,650/$13,330)

• Consideration by Senate is very uncertain
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Regulatory Action

• Association Health Plans
• Short-term limited duration insurance
• HHS drug pricing blueprint
• Health Reimbursement Arrangements

– Proposed regulations expected soon to allow HRAs for 
purchase of individual coverage

– Real step toward “defined contribution” health 
benefits
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Action by the States

• Massachusetts: employer “fair share” penalties
• Twenty states suing to nullify the ACA
• New Jersey enacted an individual mandate; at 

least eight other states are considering it
• State reinsurance programs funded with group 

health plan assessments
• ACA State Innovation Waivers
• ERISA preemption
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Retirement Policy
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Retirement Enhancement Savings Act

• Relief for “soft frozen” defined benefit plans
• Safe harbor for selecting annuity provider
• Remove 10% of pay cap on auto escalation of employee 

deferrals in auto enroll safe harbor plans
• Annual lifetime income disclosure

– QJSA and single life annuity
– Plan sponsor safe harbor

• Broad bipartisan support in Senate; obstacles in House 
of Representatives
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Missing Participants

• Department of Labor audits and cooperative 
efforts with other agencies

• Development of “best practices” guidance
• Retirement Savings Lost and Found Act

– Treasury/Social Security Administration databases
– Accounts < $6,000 invested in TDFs
– Accounts < $1,000 cashed out and sent to Treasury
– Safe harbor for plan sponsors
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Multiemployer Plans

• Joint House/Senate bipartisan committee
• Directed to make recommendations by 

November 30
• Wide array of ideas and difficult consensus: 

premiums, benefits, borrow from Treasury, 
borrow from single-employer plan program

• No assurance that Congress will act on 
committee’s recommendations
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Regulatory Action

• Hardship rules
• Expansion of determination letter program
• Expansion of self-correction program
• Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) 

related investments
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Action by the States

• Mostly intended to assist those whose employers don’t 
sponsor a plan; but also affects plan sponsors

• Obama administration had developed rules to encourage 
state-sponsored programs

• Congress invalidated rules, but some states and localities 
are continuing to move forward

• Some states beginning to respond to employer concerns 
(e.g. Oregon will rely on Form 5500)
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Tax Policy
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Cadillac Tax

• Support for repeal is very bipartisan
• There is also strong support for retaining the tax

– Democrats: Fund the ACA
– Republicans: Restrict overly-generous plans

• Tax Reform law changed indexing method for 
the cost threshold at which the tax is triggered
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Tax Expenditures for Employee Benefits

• Two largest expenditures in federal budget
– $3 trillion for health benefits
– $1.7 trillion for retirement benefits

• Flawed assumptions underlie these numbers, 
but Congress relies upon them 
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Benefits Bargain

• Health: $691 billion (spent)       $155 
billion (tax expenditure)  = $4.45*

• Retirement: $991 billion (paid)       $138 
billion (tax expenditure)  = $7.18**

• Employer-sponsored benefits are a great 
bargain for federal government/taxpayers

*Joint Committee on Taxation and U.S. Department of Commerce
**Office of Management and Budget
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Outlook for Taxation of Benefits
• Health

– No proposal for capping employer deduction
– Long-held GOP objective to limit employee exclusion
– Cap on exclusion was included in early version of ACA 

“repeal and replace” proposal

• Retirement
– Rothification: limit pre-tax contributions
– Trump and Congressional Democrats opposed

• Tax reform legislation was not revenue neutral
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Other Approaches to Taxing Benefits

• Actuarial value threshold
– Recognizes there are several reasons health plans are 

expensive (e.g. older workforce, chronic conditions, 
etc)

– Allows plan sponsors to design plans to avoid being 
taxed

• Limit tax preferences for both health and 
retirement plans for high income individuals
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Other Benefits Issues
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Paid Leave

• Workflex in the 21st Century Act
– Voluntary federal standard
– Varies based on company size

• Federal solution may require making paid leave 
programs ERISA plans

• Would a mandated federal minimum be 
acceptable?
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Student Loans and Emergency Savings

• Student debt burden is interfering with 
retirement savings
– Matching contribution concept

• Concern about lack of emergency funds
– Create tax-favored account for unexpected expenses
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Wellness Plan Rules

• AARP successfully sued EEOC over its rules 
setting forth standards for wellness plans

• Court found that EEOC had not provided 
sufficient basis for determining allowable 
incentives for participation

• Court directed EEOC to publish new proposed 
rules, but vacancies on the commission prevent 
it from doing so in the near future
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Independent “Gig” Workers

• Comprise 20-30% of working 
– Age population

• Only 15% have used digital 
– Platforms

• Employers balancing desire to attract gig 
workers with potential legal exposure

• Policymakers beginning to examine issue

McKinsey Global Institute, Independent Work: Choice, 
Necessity, and the Gig Economy (October 2016)
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Benefits vs. Cash: 
Employee Benefits Professionals

Which of the following do you think the 
employees of your company would 
prefer over the next ten years? A 

compensation package of equal value 
that provides:

More generous, higher quality benefits 
in exchange for less take home pay, or

More take home pay in exchange for 
less generous, lower quality benefits
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Benefits vs. Cash: 
U.S. Workers

If you had to choose, which of the 
following would you prefer over the next 

ten years of your career? A 
compensation package of equal value 

that provides:

More generous, higher quality benefits in 
exchange for less take home pay, or

More take home pay in exchange for less 
generous, lower quality benefits

*

*Public Opinion Strategies nationwide poll, November 2017
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Questions?
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